LÍLLÉ®
BABY

FUNDAMENTALS
4 POSITIONS BABY CARRIER

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

IMPORTANT! KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
Important! keep instructions for future reference and use.

⚠️ WARNING

Fall and Suffocation Hazard

Fall Hazard - Infants can fall through a wide leg opening or out of carrier.
- Adjust leg openings to fit baby’s legs snugly.
- Before each use, make sure all fasteners are secure.
- Take special care when leaning or walking.
- Never bend at waist, bend at knees.
- Only use this carrier for babies between 7 lbs. (3.2kg) and 33 lbs. (15kg).
- Use Lillebaby® Infant Insert (sold separately) for babies from 7 lbs (3.2 kg) up to 12 lbs (5.5 kg) or until the baby demonstrates strong and consistent neck/head control.

Suffocation Hazard - Infants under 4 months can suffocate in this product if face is pressed tight against your body.
- Do not strap infant too tight against your body.
- Allow room for head movement.
- Keep infant’s face free from obstructions at all times.

Warning:
- Never leave a baby unattended in or with this carrier.
- When using this carrier, constantly monitor your child and ensure that the mouth and nose are unobstructed.
- For pre-term, low birthweight babies and children with medical conditions, seek advice from a health professional before using this product.
- Ensure your child’s chin is not resting on its chest as its breathing may be restricted which could lead to suffocation.
- To prevent hazards from falling ensure that your child is securely positioned in the baby carrier.
- Do not let baby sleep when in forward facing position.
- Take care when bending or leaning forward or sideways.
- Do not use this carrier for babies weighing less than 7 lbs. (3.2kg) or babies less than 20 in. (50.8cm) tall.

Read all instructions before assembling and using the soft carrier.
### SAFETY INFORMATION

Baby’s chin should NEVER rest on baby’s chest because this partially closes baby’s airway which could lead to suffocation. Always ensure there is sufficient room around baby’s face to provide a clear source of air. Check that there are at least two fingers clearance under baby’s chin. Check baby’s position regularly to make sure baby is properly seated in the carrier with head upright and not slumping downward or to the side. Ensure proper placement of child in product including leg placement. Ensure legs, arms, or feet are not constricted by the carrier. **Monitor baby’s temperature when in the carrier to make sure baby does not get too hot.** Ensure baby’s airway is clear and that baby is breathing normally at ALL TIMES. Baby should be positioned close enough to kiss in the front position. Check to assure all buckles, snaps, straps and adjustments are secure before each use. Check for ripped seams, torn straps, or fabrics and damaged fasteners before each use. Ensure proper placement of child in product including leg placement. Premature infants, infants with respiratory problems, and infants under 4 months are at greatest risk of suffocation. Never use a soft carrier when balance or mobility is impaired because of exercise, drowsiness, or medical conditions. Never use a soft carrier while engaging in activities such as cooking and cleaning which involves a heat source or exposure to chemicals. Be careful with hot drinks and food to avoid spilling on baby. The carrier is not suitable for use during sporting activities, eg. running, cycling, swimming and skiing. Never wear a soft carrier while driving or being a passenger in a motor vehicle. Use the head support on a child’s head until he or she can hold head upright. Only carry one child at a time in this carrier. Never use more than one carrier at a time. Your movement and the child’s movement may affect your balance. Take care when bending and leaning forwards or sideways. Child must face towards you when carried on the back. Beware of the increased risk of your child falling out of carrier as baby becomes more active. Baby should always wear pants or clothing that prevents the carrier from rubbing against baby’s legs. When using the hood, ensure that the hood is not completely covering baby’s face and ensure there is enough opening for air to pass through. This product is intended to be used by healthy adults only. Regularly inspect the carrier for any signs of wear and damage. Stop using this carrier if parts are missing or damaged. Discontinue use if you develop back, neck or other problems from using this carrier. Keep this carrier and packaging away from children when not in use.

Always keep hands available to protect your child from fall or potential danger. Consult a doctor before carrying heavy weight. Hold your child securely until carrier is snug and correctly fitted. Only use carrier when sitting, standing, or walking.
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**ATTACHING/ENGAGING THE WAIST BELT**

1. Clip the belt buckle.
2. Adjust the belt as needed.
3. Tighten the belt to fit securely.
4. Ensure the belt is comfortable and secure.
5. Check the fit and make adjustments if necessary.
6. Secure the strap and try on the carrier to ensure it is comfortable and secure.

**FUNDAMENTALS**
- Hood snap
- Shoulder straps
- Adjustable chest strap
- Perfect fit adjuster straps
- Hood
- Shoulder strap buckle
- Strap shortening loop
- Hood pocket
- Zippered storage pocket
- Safety elastic
- Waist belt buckle
- Strap shortening loop
- Zip-down panel tie loop

**FUNDAMENTALS ALL SEASONS**
- Hood snap
- Shoulder straps
- Adjustable chest strap
- Perfect fit adjuster straps
- Hood
- Shoulder strap buckle
- Strap shortening loop
- Hood pocket
- Zip-down temperature control panel
- Safety elastic
- Waist belt buckle
- Zip-down panel tie loop
- Strap shortening loop
**INFANT INSERT**

Minimum 7 lbs (3.2 kg)

0 - 4 months

or until baby demonstrates strong head/neck control

Lillebaby® Infant Insert Sold Separately

---

**FRONT CARRY WITH PARALLEL “H” STRAPS**

Minimum 12 lbs (5.5 kg) 6 months

(For babies 0 - 6 months, see page 4)

Maximum 33 lbs (15 kg)

---

**INFANT PILLOW**

4 - 6+ months

Continue on page 4, step 3

Lillebaby® Infant Pillow Sold Separately
**FRONT CARRY with CROSSED “X” STRAPS**

Minimum 12 lbs (5.5 kg) 6 months  
(For babies 0 - 6 months, see page 4.)  
Maximum 33 lbs (15 kg)

**HIP CARRY**

Minimum 17 lbs (7.5 kg) 6 months  
Maximum 33 lbs (15 kg)
BACK CARRY
Minimum 17 lbs (7.5 kg) 6 months
Maximum 33 lbs (15 kg)

⚠ Always support baby with one hand when moving from front to back.

ENGAGING THE HOOD

1
2
3
4

Ensure that hood never completely covers baby's face

ZIP-DOWN TEMPERATURE CONTROL PANEL
For LÍLLÉbaby® Fundamentals All Seasons

1
2
3
WARRANTY and DISCLAIMER: LÍLLÉbaby® warrants its products against defects in materials and workmanship. We will either repair or replace during the first 12 months after first purchase. LÍLLÉbaby® is not responsible for warranty on products purchased from unauthorized sellers. Proof of purchase is required and product must be returned for warranty service. Warranty does not extend to damage caused by any use of the product not in accordance with instructions, misuse, strain, fading or discoloration due to wash or sun exposure. Colors may fade with washing. Please contact CustomerService@LILLEbaby.com for warranty claims.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS


Before washing, fasten all buckles. Wash on cold with mild detergent without optical brighteners. Do not bleach, iron, or dry clean. For best results hang to dry.
Item: EB-10C and CEB-10C
Complies with ASTM F2236 and EN 13209
Made in China